The Princess & the Poor Boy

The Princess & the Poor Boy
After having her sweet sixteenth birthday
party ruined thanks to the birth of her
newborn baby sister, Princess sees an old
friend whos baby brother happened to also
be born on the anniversary of his moms
death. Frustrated, these two old friends
decide to run away together, only to
unexpectedly find themselves lost in a
world thats not their own. After meeting
some strange new friends, and making
some even worse enemies, the two
eventually find themselves forced into
having to decide on whether to continue on
the path that could lead home, or abandon
that road for another path. A path sure to be
drenched in blood. Loosely inspired by the
timeless classic, the Wizard of Oz, The
Princess & the Poor Boy is a modern days
Grimm fairytale that will take your
imagination for a ride to a magical land,
far, far away.
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